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HYDRODYNAMIG AND AERODYNAMIC TESTS OF MODELS 

OF FLOATS FOR SIMGIlE-FLOAT SEAPLANES 

N.A.C.A. biODELS 41-D, 41-E, 61-A, 73, AND 73-A 

By J. B. Parkinson and R. 0. House 

Tests mere made in the N.A.C.A. tank and in the 
N.A.C.A. 7- by IO-foot wind tunnel of two models of trans- 
verse-step floats and three models of pofnted:step floats 
considered to .be suitable for use rvith sfngle-float sea- 
planes. The models mere designed at the N.A-G-A. tank as 
part of a program having for its object the reduction Of 
the mater reststance and spray of sfngle-float seaplanes 
without reducing the angle of dead rise belioved‘to be ncc- 
essary for tho satisfactory absorption of the .shock loads. , --. 

The form of N.A.C.A. model 41-D is similar to that of 

- 

the Navy Nark V float (N.A.C.A, model 41-A) but has more -- 
gradual fore-and-aft curvature of the buttock lines ne.ay...- 
the stops and a lover angle of afterhody keel. N.A.G.A. 
model 41-E is a modification of model 41-D, the rear step 

k having been eliminated: N.A.C.A. model 61-A has a pointed 
stop with a horizontal afterbody similar to N.A.G.A. mod-al 
35-B. B.A.C.A. model 73 is a refinement of the.pointod- 
step form, in which a fairing has been fitted above and -c 
behind the stop. N.A.G.A. model 73-A is a modEfication of 
model 73, the chine being wider and higher near the box 
for greater seaworthiness in rough mater. 

All the models were tested in the N.A.C.A. tank free- 
to trim at one gross load. The results indicated that all 
the models have less rosistanco and spray than the modal 
of the Mark V float and that the pointed-step floats are 
somewhat superior to the transverse-step floats in thosc 
respects. Models 41-D, 61dA, and 73 mere tested by the 
general method over a nfde range of loads and speeds: the 
results are presented ln tha form of curves and charts for 
use in design calculations. 
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The aerodynamic drag of,th-e models mas determined fn 
the N.A;C,A. 7- by lo-foot wind tunnel at angles of pitch. 
from -LO0 to 16O. Models 61-A and 73 havo the lowest min- 
imum drag coefficient and model 73-A has tho highest. Tho 
difference bctmoen models 41-D and 41mE is nogligiblo. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tests in the-N.A.C.A. tank of 'models of the Navy hfark 
V and Hark VI floats for single-float seaplanes and of 
N.A.C.A. model 35-B under the same conditions of loading 
are described in reference 1. Thess tester wQre the ff-rat 
part of an invostigafion, undertaken at the request of the 
Burqau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, to obtain results 
that could be used to improve the resistance and dprw 
characteristics 0f:singl.e floats without decreasing the 
angle of dead rise incorporated in the Mark V lines (26' 
at the keel and 22~1/2O including flare). The results 
presented in reference 1 indicate that rea5stance and 
spray mcrc adversely affected by the excessive trtms asi 
sumed at low speods by the Navy floats and that pointod- 
step forms with horizontal aftcrbodies offor so&e possi- 
bility of improvement because of their lower trims. 

As a continuation of the investigation, models of 
several floats were designed for the came sorvico as that 
of the Mark V float but having certain features suggostod 
by the rcsul.%s of the earlier tank tests. These models 
mere tested in the N.A.C,A. tank to determine their wafar 

. characteristics and also in the N*A.C.A. 7- by lOwfoot 
wind tunnel to determine their rela-tive aorodynamfc drag. 
The results have been combined in this.roport so that the 
various forms may be evaluated from considerations of 
flight as well as take-off performance. 

DESCRIPTION OF MODELS 

The lines of the models are shown in figures 1, 2, 
and 3. Node1 41-D (I"ig. 1) is similar to the Mark V float 
IN.A.C.A* model 41-A>, shown dotted, but the changes in 
the fore-and-aft curvature of the planing surfaces have 
been nadc loss abrupt to secure-more uniform distribution 
of the bottom pressures. The design also has a lower an- 
gle of aftorbody koel for the purpose of reducing tho trim . 

.’ 
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at the hunp: speed. The forebody. buttocks are straighter 
near the fornard step and the short hook-forward of the 
second step found on model 41-A has been replaced by a 
more gradual hook beginning at statfon 13. Model 41-E has 
tho same-form as model 41-D except that the second step is 
eliminated by extending,the hook back to the tail of the 
float, resultfng in a furthe> reduction in the effective 
angle of afterbody keel, . 

In model 61-A (fig. 2) the 
P 

ointed-step form of 
N.A.G.A. model 35-B (reference 2 has been.adapted to a . 
float form,bg using a bow with a form! similar to that of-' 
the Nav;r ISark VI float (N.A.C,A. model 41-B), a transverse. 
chine flare on the planing bottom, and a rounded deck. It 
was first tested as model 61 (shown dotted) with a,,shorter 
boa simflar to that of model. 41-D and model 41-A but the 
extended born was finally adopted because it mas cleaner at 
very low speeds. 

-., - 
Model 73 (fig. 3) is a further refinement of'model 

61-A in which the high vertical sides of the pointed step 
and the deep discontinuity behfnd*the step have been rer 
duced by a suitable fairing. Thfs fafring adds volume to. 
the float and reduces structural dfscontinuftfes. A shass 
that would not impair the hydrodynam2c qualfties of the 
pointed-step form was determined from preliminary tests 
with plasticine fairings'on model-61dA. The small verti- 
cal side above the chines along the step was found to be 
nacpssary to keep the fafring from being wetted*at.inter- 
mediate planing speeds and light loads. The plan form of 
made1 73 was made wider near the tail than that of model 
61--A inaorder .to socure more buoyancy aft *and more lift 
from the afterbody at low speeds on the mater, although. 
tha midcr form entafls some sacriffce fn rasistance char- 
acforist5cs at high speeds and light loads because of- 
afterbody interference. .- ?. - 

I.&de1 73-A (shown dotted on fig. 3) fs a modification 
of model 73 in which the chine fornard of station 6 has . 
been moved upward and outward and a definite horizontal 
flat has been incorporated in the sectfons at the chines. 
This form of bow is considered by the Bureau of Aeronau- 
tics to be more seaworthy in rough nater than the bow of 
model 73. 

It should be noted that the greater over-all length 
of the pointed-step floats is a result of the longer bows 

-- 
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used rathor than of an increase in the size of the planing 
surfaces, 

t- 

The fore-and-aft positions of the center of gravity 
shown were detormined from considerations of trim at low 
speeds, The hoight of the cgnter of gravity from the ksol 
for all the models was made the same as that of the orig- 
inal Wavy noa (noad 41-A). 

Tho offsets of the models are given in tables I, 11, 
III, and IV. Th-e important characteristics of their forms, 
including those of model 41-A are as follows: 

c----4-- 

N,A.C,AI model 
- 

Length, z&n.- 

Beam, in. 

Depth, in. 

Angle of dead rise: 
at &sex, deg. 
including fl.are, 
a0g. 

Center-of-gravtty 
location: 
above keel, in. 
aft of bow, in. 

f 
Total volume, 

cum in. 

Draft at rest, in. 
(88.6~1%. load). 

!I?rim at rest, de . 
(88.6-13. load f 

-----I_- 

----- 
(Mark V 

41-A - 
76,21 

12,oo 

10.29 

- 

41-D 

76,53 77,06 

12qOO 12*00 

10.29 10.29 

61-A 
-- 
80,40 

12,oo 

10.29 

.- 

73 
,Y 
80740 

12,oo 

10.29 

26q0 26,O 26,O 26,O 26.0 

22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 ' 22.5 

73-h 
a- 
80.40 

12qoo 

10.29 s 

26,O . 

22.5 

24.43 24.43 24.43 24.43 24.43 24.43 
37.37 36.00 36.00 39.45 39.45 39*45 

4-,430 

6.4 

3.4 
---a 

4,690 1,695 4,975 5,480 5,446 

6.2 6.2 6.7 6.1 66.2 

3.1 
-- 

3.0 3.1 
I-- 

2.1 1.9 
-- 

A11 the models were mado of laminated wood and smooth-' 
ly fintshed with gray pigmented varnish. 

. 

Y 
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. HYDBODYBAMIC TESTS 

5 

Test Procedure 

The hydrodynamic tests were made in the M.A,C.A. tank 
(reference 3) using the towing gear described in reference 
4. The models were firgt tested free to trim at one gross 
load in order to observe their general behavior and to de- 
ternine a suitable fore-and-aft positfon for the center of 
gravity of the seaplane. Fixed-trim tests were then,nade 
by the general method over a wide range of operatitng con- 
ditions in ordor.to obtain data for design calculatfons. 

In the free-to-trim tests, the models were pfvotod at 
.a point corresponding to the assumed center of gravity of 
the seaplane and balanced about this point so that.tha 
trim was .not affected by a gravfty moment. The results 
then closply represent the characteristics of the seaplane 
with no control from-the pilot because the thrust moment of 
a float seaplane and the aerodynamic moments at low speeds 
are both q>fte small. SoTera fore-an&-aft positions of 
the pivot wire tried in each case to find the best compro- 
mise for operatfon at low speeasmith little or no control 
from the pilot,. The final posittons chosen are shown.in 
figures'l, 2, and 3. The conditions assumed for these 
froo-to-trim tests were the same as for the earlier tests 
(reference 1) of model 41-8, as.follows: .- 

Gross load, lb. 

Get-away speed, f.p.s. 

Linear ratfo, full-size to 
model 

3,800 88.6 

89.5 47.8 

3.50 

The win 
(reference 4 f 

lift was simulated by a,hydrofoil device 
set to produce a lift equal to the model 

gross load at the model get-away speed. At intermediate 
speeds, the lift was measured by a dynamometer insert'ea in 
the lift mire. Resistance and trim were measured during 
runs at constant speed. 

In the fixed-trim tests, the resistance, the trimming 
moment, and the draft of models 41-D, 61-A, and 73 were 
measured at constant speed for all combinations of trim, 
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load, and.speed thought to be necessary. The static drafts 
and trimming moments of these models were measured for the 
same ranga of loadings in order to obtain data mith which 
to determine load mater lines and longdtudinal stability 
for various designs. In the case of model 41-E, a limited 
amount of data was obtafnedcnerely to show the effect of 
the altered afterbody under representative conditions. 
Fixed-trim tests of model 73-A we.re not included in the 
present program because the free-to-trim tests showed its 
performance to be essentially the same as that of model 73 
under the smooth-mater conditions existing in the tank. 

il- 

Results and Discussion 

EraaMtitea4a. - The results of the froe-to-trim 
tests of models 41-D, 4-l-E, 61-A, and 73 are plotted in 
figurg 4, together rrfth corresponding data from the tests 
of model 4liA (Mark V float). For.cloarness, the r(3sIdtS 
of the test of model 73-A are not included in figure 4 but 
are compared with those of model 73 in figure 5. In fig- 
ures 4 and 5 tho rcsiistance is the water resistance plus 
the,small air drag of the model, and the trim f is the 
an&o betnosn the base line.of the model and the horizond 
tal. The load LB tho model gross load minus the lift from 
the hydrofoil dovice. In the test of nodcl 73-A, tho load 
curve of tho provious.mod.els yas not exactly reproduced, 
tho difference at the hump speed b:eing about 2 percent as 
indicated in figure 6. 

The hump 'resistance of each of the five floats 1s 
lorsor than that of model 41-A, tartly because of the lower 
trim at nhich they run. The pointed-step floats havo 
higher maximun resistance but.lower resistance at speeds 
above that of maximum resistance than do the tranavurae- 
step floats, models 41-D and 41-E. The bow of nodel,73-A 
has slightly higher resistance than that of model 73. If 
the diffsrence in test loads were taken into account, the 
difforenco in resistance at the same load nouId also be 
slightly greater than that shown in ffgure 5. Model 73 
has the lomest.average resistance through the ion-speed _ 
rango, 

The trims of all the models are likemfse lower than 
that of model 41-A. Model 41-E trims lower than model 
41-D because of its small increase in afterbody planing' 
surface and its lower effective angle of afterbody keel. 
Model 73 trims lamer than model 61-A because of its fullor 
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plan form aft. The trims of models 73 and 73-A are essen- 
tfally tho same. 

by-characteristics.- The spray characteristics of 
the various models are more difficult to evaluate but the 
general impression gained during the tests wa,s that a&l 
the models rancleaner than model 41-A and that the poWted- 
Btep forms Were superior to the transverse-step forms. 
The objectionable flow over the afterdeck at very low 
speeds,.noted on model 41-A in reference 1, was reduced 
when tho trim was reduced and practically disappaarod in 
the case of models 73 and 73-A. The height and volume of 
the roach or jot of water aft of the tafl mere less in all 
cases than that of model 41-A. The roach formed by the 
pointed-stop floats occurred later thabm that of the trans- 
verse-stop floats and appeared smaller. The extended bon 
of models 61-A and 73 appeared to run cleaner even for 
smoothwmatcr conditions than the bluff bows of models 41-A, 
41-D, and 41-E. The bow of model 73-A ran cleanest, prob- 
ably because of the pronounced flat at the chines in the 
forward sections. The cleaner forms of bow, however, re- 
quZre greater over-all length of float and hence a small 
increase fn the structural mefght. Typical photographs of 
spray. taken during the free-to-trfm tests, are shown in 
figures 6 to 10. 

General tests at ffxod trim.- The results of the 
tests at fixed,trim are plotted in figures 11 to 29. The 
ffgure numbers are given in the following table: 

Trim, T 
--- 
Uodel 4LD 

Model 41-E 

Pigure*numbers . 

13 14 15 16 I? 

Model 63-A 

Model 73 
WI---- ---- 
The nondimensional coefffcients are those generally used 
for the results of tests of flying-boat hulls and are de- 
fined as follows: 

t 
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Resistance coefficient, CR = ,+ 

A Load coefficient, CA = - : 
mb" 

1J Trimming-moment coeff-icient,' 61~ = - 
wb4 

Draft COeffiCiQnt, CD-=- % 
. 

Speed coefffcient, v CT = -yzz 

where R 

A, 

*, 

d, 

v, 

??, 

m, 

f?, 

is the mater resistance plus the air drag of 
the float, lb. 

the load on the float, lb. 

the trimming moment of the float, lb.-ft. 

the distance of the keel at the main step belon 
the free nator.surface, ft. 

the speed, f.p.s. 

the maximum ‘beam of the float, ft. 

the specific rreight of nater, lb./cu, ft.. 

the acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft./secm8 

The moments are referred to the center-of-gravity posi- 
tions shown in figures 1, 2, and 3. Moments tending to 
raise tho bow are considered positive. 

The coefficients are based on the maximum beam of the 
float-as the- characteristic dimensfon rather-than OP the 
cube root of the total volume in view of the fact that tho 
form abovo the chines has no effect on the hydrodynamic 
qualities except at the lowest speeds and may be consider- 
ably varied to suit surplus buoyancy requirements for sge- 
cific designs. When the whole form of tho float is con- 
sidered fixed, .as in the aerodynamic tests described lator, 

.a sy,stem of coofffcionts based on the total volume i-s morQ 
useful for comparative purposes bocduse this volume is USU- 
ally ffxod in relation to tho gross meight of the seaplane 
rogardloss of the shape of the float. 

. 

V 

. 

I* 
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The effect of the- difference in the form of the after- 
body of models 41-D and 41-E is shown-in figures 12 to 16. 
At 5' trim; model 41-E has higher resistance at high speeds 
because of greater afterbody interference with flow from 
the forebody. At 7' tr5.n the spray from the forebody ap- 
Parantly clears the afterbody, as no appreciable increase 
fn resistance is found. At higher trims and at low speeds, 
model 41-E has slfghtly lower resistance, lomer positive 
trimming moments, and less draft because of the greater 
lift of its aftorbody. 

At 9' trim, model 41-D has two re imes for load coef- 
ficf.ents 0.3, 0.15, and 0.075 (fig. 14 7 . The upper curves 
for these load coefficients were obtained nith the forebody 
in the ncter and spray striking the afterbody. The lower 
curves ITore obtained r;ith the forward step clear of the 
water and u-ith the load borne only by the afterbody. With- 
in the range shown doubla-vsluod, the modal would bo stab10 
at constant speed in either position. Under the same -cOfl-- -7 
ditions, models 61-A and 73 ran only on the afterbody, 
evon after the forobody was pushed dorm into the nator by 
hand at the beginning of the run (figs.. 21 and 2'7). .- _- .- 

The trimninp-nonont and draft coefficients at rest of 
models 41-D, 61--B 
cient in ffgures 50 

and 73 are plotted against load coeffl- 
31 and 32. 

41-E and 73-A-have kot ieen 
Similar data for tiodels 

included as the data for models 
41-D and 73, respecttvely, may be used with sufficient a& 
curacy. 
and draft 

Frog these figures, 
-- - 

the curves of trinming moment 
against trim may be determinedfor varfous sizes 

and loadings. The corresponding curves for-other posft&ons 
of the center of gravity may also be deterninod by the use 
of the proper moment correcticx. - -. 

Data z&-best trim and 2.t zero tri:nine moment.- Gross 
plots Of resistance and moment coofficfentis against trim 
at various selected speed coefffcients wore prepared from 
the general test data for models 41-D, 61-A, and 73 to - . . --- 

provide data for comparisons arrd design calculations. 
From these C~CJSS plots, curves of resistance cbefficient 
and trim at zero trfnming moment against speed coefficient 
(figs. 33 to 35) and curves of resistance coefficient, 
trim, and trinnfng-moment coefficient at best trim (trfn 
of lowest resistance) agafnst speed coefficient (ffgs. 36 
to 38) were obtained. Charts for the determination of re-.- 
sistance at zero trinning moment and at best trfm are 
given in figures 39 to 44 in the form of curves agafnst 
load coefficient. The corresponding data for models 41-D' 
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and 73-A have not beon included because of the emall dif- 
ferences Setneon their characteristics and those of models 
41-D and 73, respectivaly. The use of the data for sari- 
OUB take-off calculations is outlined in rcforonco 1. 

In the foregoing da.ta, the best trim is considorcd to 
bo the trim that resuZts in lomo5t rosistanco when the 
foro73ody is in contact with the mator, although lower re- 
sistanco may bo obtained at high speeds and light loads 
mhon the forobody is clear of the water. The condition of 
the forebody clear of the water results, of course, in 
higher negative trimming moments and should therefore be 
the subject of a.separate calculation in.vhich the control 
available from the elevators is considered. 

The resistance coofficieata of models 31-A, 41-D, 
61-A, and 73 at trarious load coefficients are compared in 
figure 45. The use of these coo-rficionts.provides a con- 
parison on the basis of aqua1 beaqs; hon'ce, it follorrs 
that in this comparicon the pointed-step models having 
higher length-beam ratios are Longer and have more total 
buoyancy than model 41-A. At zero trimming moment, the 
order of ncrit of the models IS the same .?s indicated in 
the results of the specific free-t-o-trim tests. This or- 
der of mei'it persists and 1s found even at h-eavier load 
coefficients, model 73ha7ing the lowest average rQSiSt- 
ante and no,del 41-A the highest. ;At host trim,. model 73 
has the lowest low-ri;pcod resistace. The differences at 
intornodi%ta planing spcods are small. 
liight 1pEd.S (CA = 0.15 ) , 

At high speeds and 
modal 41-D has the same resist- 

ance as node.1 41-A. and the cointed-step nodols have a 
lover roaistan'ce than either of the others. Mo de1 61-A 
has loss rosistanco in thin region than model 73 bocnuso 
of its finor aftorbody. 

AERODYNAMIC TESTS 

Test Procedure 

The norodynamic tests of the models were nado in the 
N.A.C.A. i'- by l&foot wind tunnel (rcferenco 5) with o 
closed test section. The air drag.wss measured at a dy- 
nnmic*prcssuro of 16.37 pounds par; square foot, corrc- 
sgonding to an air speed of 80 miles per hour at standard 
sea--' -ovcl.atmosphoric conditions. 
glo T:as 

The range of pitch on- 
fro lx -loo to 16O measured &t 2" intervals from the 

base line. k 
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The models mere mounted inverted on the standard 
single-snindlp ,supgart in the center of the air stream. 
A small,gart of the spindle being exposed-to the air, tests 
mere also made with a dummy support in place to obtain the 
tare drag. Figure 46 shorss model 73-A mounted in the tun- 
nel. 

Results and Discussion 

The data mere reduced to coefficient form bY means of 
the relation 

where 

CD = - D 
q vo12/'3 

CD 2s the drag coefficient. 

D, drag of float. 

q9 . dynanic pressure (4 P v2)-.. 

VOld, volume of float. 

---- _ 

The drag coefficient is based on volume rather than 
area because the volume of a float is the more important 
variable, being determined largely by the weight of the 
seaplane. 

The veluos of the drag coefficient are plotted against 
pitch angle in figure 47. The pitch angle was measured - 
fron the baso line in figure 47(a) and from the angle for 
minimum drag In figure 47(b). Xodels 61-A and '73 have the 
loaest minimum drag and node1 73-A has the highest. _. m- _--__ 

The,minimum drag coefficient of each model and the' 
angle of Bitch at mhfch ft occurs Rre given in the follow- 
ing table. 

-. 
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Tests of strealylined bodies of different-crosa-scc- 
tiOllC1 shape have shomn that when the intersections of the 
surfaces ire glaced parallel to the air flow the drag 
caused by sharp or by faired intersections is about the 
same. 'i%en the intersections are Placed obliquely to the 
air stream, however, the drag caused by the sharp infcr- 
section is much gre,atcr than that caused by the faircd i.,+~- 
torsoctfona (roferenco 6). TLe drag of a float would 
thoroforo be expected to fncroase. as the angles of--keel, 
chine, deck, and step increaeo relative t-o the dfroctfon 
of the air flow. 

The effect on drag of clfnfn~ting the second steD is 
negligible, as is shown by the curves of nodels 41-D and 
41-E (fig. 47). 

The drag is lens for node1 6i-A than for model 41-Do 
at angles of pitch, measured fron,the base line, below l. 
and chore 3.1' and 10 10s~ at all at-qlc~ ncesurod from the 
angle for. niniuun drag. Part of the difference in drag Of 
the two floats is 2robabI.y due to:t!ie manner ili which t?.~e 
air flow is affected by the different angles of aftorbody 
keel of rMlodel 61-A and model 41-D. 

The drag caused by the transverse step of model- 41-D 
is probab1.y about the sa;ne as that caused by the pointed 
step of model 61-A, for it has been showmthat the differ- 
ence in drag due to pointed and transverse stops is not 
very groat (reference 7). The bluff born oLmode1 41-D 
would be e.x_nocted to affect tile dr.cg adversely; the ox- 
tended bon of.modol 61-A would be preferable. 

Tho faired stop of node1 73 adds loss drag thbn tho 
unfcired steD of model 61-A for the range of pitch an@os 
from -loo to 70 except at the angle for minimum drag. 

.At minimum drag the air flow is probably parallel to 
the cove; consequently, fairing would have very little of- 
feet, At a11 other angles of pitch, the cove is no longer 
parallel to the froo air stream and f-airing would be ox& 
yectod to XCCIUCO the drag. : 

The raider afterbody of model 73 probablyocausos the 
increase In drag above an anglc.ofipitch of 7 because the 
air is &hen ffoming at an apgreciaIjls.,.mgle to the Longt- 
tudinal direction of the float. The.drag at angles of . 
Fitch higher than 7O would be unimportant, inasmuch as 
floats of this type are rarely flown at these attitudes. 

A 
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Node1 73-A is aerodynamZcally the poorest of the 
floats tested. Its high drag apparently is caused by the 
form of its bow, which has hfgher and midor chines H&k 
those of the other'models tested. -a 

The order of merit of the floats with respect to low 
aerodynamic drag 4s, in general, models 73, 61-A, 41-D, 
41-E, and 73-A. The angle to the flight path at cruising 
spoed is tho determining factor in the choice of a float, 
homcvor, and if this angle.is knoivn., figur-e 47(a) may be 
Consulted to find the best float on the aerodynamic basis 
for the speck-fit condition. 

The results of the tests of these models give further 
evidence of the importance of keeping sharp fntersections 
parallal to the dfrection of air flow. )a'akfng the bov as 
ffne .as.possible appears to be a nay of reducfng the bad 
*'Ifects of the chine at <he born. It appears that the an- .. 
gi.e of minimum drag may 3e &anged by altering the angle 
of the afterbody koel. When this modification is PraCtf- 
cable, the choice of the best angle of afterbody koel 
,Lth,i result in an appreciable reduction: in drag in.the 

.flying range. --- -. 

The most suitable form of float for a given.desrgn of 
float soaplana depends on the relative inportanco of ro- 
quirencnts that often conflict, such as ion mater rcsist- 
ancc, ion norodynanic drag, good seanorthfnoas; ion struc- 
tural noight, and economy of construct%on. In view of 
those considerations, tllo follorring conclusiona aro drartn 
regarding the float ferns dealt aith in this report: 

1. TWO of the pointed-step forms, models 61-A cmd 73, 
have lamer water resistance and lower aerodynamic drag than 
the transverse-step forms, models 41-D and 41-E. 

2. The fairlng of the pointed step had only a small 
effect-on the water resfstance and aerodynamic drag.. 

3. The bow of model 73-A will be the most seaworthy 
in rough \?ater but it has high aerodynamic drag. The bon 
of models 61-A and 73 nil1 be more seaworthythan the bluff 
form of models 41-D and 41-E. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., May 4, 1938. 
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TLBIS I -. 

OPENS 1'02 1I.A.C.A. MODEL 41-D SImIL9 1LOAT (IFICES) 

IIG I Distanoe from base line I Bali-braadth I 

Station froa Keel Bl B2 B3 B4 
P.P. r.cd 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 Chfa 

?.P. 0 2.60 2.50 2.50 tang 
2:. . 

1/4 1.07 5.62 4.16 3.39 3.18 1.36 2.56 0.27 1.95 2.7l 

6 to 12s~m110~291<~18.~l,.951 7.81) f 16.00 1 1 16.00 
1or 43.00 

-b 5.18 '..E4 2.39 2.39 
I I 

1 8.30 5.40 
16 .?l 1.69 1.69 

A 72.07 6.44 ( I twt 4.62 
I 

16 74.61 4.m 4 > 4.41 .97 1.00 

A.P. 76.53 4.49 4.49 

ADDITIOBAL OrBETS POE XODYL U-Y 

%irtanca from center line (pIme of symetry) to battook (B). 
bDistance from base line to mater line (U'L). 
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TABLE II - 

0FS'SEi"S MB X.A.C.A. MODBL 61-A SINOLZ SWAl' (IiTlCEXS) 

Dl~tmce from base line Ealf-bredthr 

1 ian UpperDecL kin Upper51 EL2 RI3 WL4 m5 Deck 
1. w 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 chine Cove chine c31ir.s chins e.Wb 6.86 5.14 3.43 1.7l radius 

& cove 

I.P. 0 1.n 1.n 1-n 0 2 m 
1.03 2.12 

L 1.00 4.43 2.79 2.23 2.22 .76 2.m 0.49 1.76 % 

.52 1.10 2.49 :: a 
b 3.00 6.36 4.74 3.74 3.29 3.20 .35 3.25 0.n 2.51 2.54 2 

l/2 I 6.1517.60 Is:% I5:~l::zl I I 4.131 I I .13 f 3.991 I ~0.%&.96~3.90~3.11) : 

*-pa 1 86.&J7.35 I4J-LuLLI 7.351 I I IfA l 1 1 l 1 
Distance from center line (plane of aymnetry) to buttock (B). bDlstanoe from hne line to water line (9%). 
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TABLE III 

OFFSETS POE FT.A.C.A. YoDEt 73 SIWLE Y%U?J (~CBKS) 

* 
I I 

ata- 
t1on 

I I . 1.00 
4.c 

b I I 3.cu 
6.36 

112 6.15 --l-L 7.64 

1 7.30 RX .W 4.86 1.30 3.84 I I 4.43 

3 I 15.~llIO.06 

4 P.a3 LO.24 

5 24.60 10.28 

6 as*80 

7 33.10 

8 37.43 

9 41.x) 

10 46.00 

11 SD.30 
Y 

LO.25 
l-l!2 sz.45 

10.04 

12 54.60 8.96 

7.811 X56! 

7.81 

7.81 

i 

8.44 4.43 

9.43 4.48 

8.69 

9.68 

W/2( 56.76 18.19 

13 I 58.9017.7l 

A.P. \ 60.40 17.35 

‘Distance irom center line (plans of symatrp) to buttock (B). 
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OrnSETS PCIR Bow OF Mom 73-A SmQm FLoA!l (IWHES) 

Distance from base line Half-breadth I 1 
Dis- !E%Yl- mn- 

Sta- tance Keel 31 B-2 B3 B4 B5 genoy Chine Dock gency Chine EL1 1RL2ViL3WLb1RL5 De& 
tion FF 1.00" 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 of of rr.gb 6.er6 5.14 3.43 1.71 radius 

0’ 
flat flat E . . 

3 
F.P. 0 0.45 0.45 0.45 0 z 

ti 
(4 1.00 3.87 1.73 1.09 1.07 1.07 .0)4 2.22 2.72 0.14 1.02 4.11 p 

lb) 3~x1 6.19 4.26 3.03 2.41 2.23 2.23 2.23 .w 3.& 4.34 0.50 1.61 4.43 s 
112 5.15 7.61 5.93 4.6er 3.q 3.42 3.34 3.34 3.34 A 4.64 5.1.4 0.43 R 1.59 3.97 

1 7.30 g-51 7.05 5.90 5.07 4.52 4.31 4.31 4.31 5.06 5.56 1.15 2.&V 

I-I/Z 9.45 g-u 7.s 6.82 6.02 5.45 5.16 5.14 5.14 5.31 5.81 0.43 1.96 5.31 

2 11.60 9.54 Ory 7.55 6.77 6.22 5.90 5.&4 5.pr4 5.44 5.94 .gl 2.86 

3 15.golo.o4 9.26 8.52 733 7.28 6.93 6.97 6-q 5.50 6.00 1.92 

4 20.2010.25x----> 9.02 g-43 7.54 7.44 
h 

7.90 i 2.75 v 
5 24.5010.2'j /8tri~t.d g-75 8.22 7.S'j 7.72 -00 6.00 3.31 4.43 

I I -3 
Offsets etatflon 6 and aft EJQJIEI as those of model n (table III). 

?OMXmce fmn center line (plane of qmmetrg) to buttock (3). 
bDietance from base line to water line (a). 
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Figure 1.- Liner of model 41-3 mkl model 41-E. Yodel 41-A i&my Mark V) mbom dotted. 
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seot1one 

Profile 

8.S* liB* 

-160 

62.45" 
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Figure 3.- L&m of rode1 73. HOdO1 76-A #born dolt&: 
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Yodel 41-D; V- 8.0 f.p.ra.; ~=5.8~ 

Ho&l 41-E: vs7.3 f.P.8.i T-4.40 

Model 61-1: V-8.4 f.p.s.;T-4.9° 

Model 73; P-8.2 f.p.e.;?=4.S0 

Pigwe .- Photographe of mdelr free to trim at about 8 f.p.r. 
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Model 41-D: V-=9.9 f.p.r.:T-6.3' 

Yodel 41-E; V=lO.O f .p.a. ;T==5.2O 

Model 61-A; V-9.2 f.p.s.$==4.+ 

Model 73: V-10.2 f.p.e.tfh4.4' 

Pigure ?,- Photographs of mdelr free to trim at about 10 f.p.6. 
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Yodel 41-D; V-11.9 f.p.a.;w7.1' 

Model 41-Z; V-12.4 f.p.r.~T-6.7° 

Model6LA; V-U.9 

Yodel 73: V-12.3 f.p.r.;T=4.4° 

Bigme 8.0 Photographs of modelm free to trim at about 12 f.p.m* 
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Yodel 41-D; V-18.3 

Model 41-E; V118.8 

f.p.r.; r-11.5o 

Model 61-A: V==17.5 f.p.o.;7C19.1° 

Model 73; VB19.2 f.p.s.;T==8.4' 

Figure 9.0 Photographs of lcodels free to trim at about 165f.p.r. 
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V-6.9 f.p.r. 7=3,2O 

v-9.7 f.p.r. T-4.2' 

v-13.0 f.p.t. 

V-19.8 f.p.m. T-8.4O 

Nglu% lo... Photograph of modal 73-d free to trim, 
- 
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Flaurs ll.- Yodel 41-D. Re818tUwe. trlmain8-moaent.d draft acsZfloientm.7=3°. 
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Figure l8.- Yodrlm 41-D ad 41-Z. Remirtanoe, triniq-saent, end dnrt aooefflolentr.7-5°. 
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+- .8 I I Y/ I I \I I I I 
k I 1.2, I 

-1 a s 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 
Speed ooefficient, 07 

FSgun lS.- Hodelr 4ld Ea 41-E. Rerirtmoe, trilmdng~mellt,aad draft oorffiosentr.r-TO. 
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Figure 14.0 X&elm 41-D and 41-C. Rsridanoe, ad draft ooeffioiantm. t = 9’. 
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.8 + D x -41-u 
-k E. )c -- a-0 

6 
..' I 

0 

.4 

I‘ I I I I I ‘I I I I II I 
I 

Speed coefficient, 0~ L 
m lb.- rnhlr 4kDmd 4l-E.Resi&a8ae, trimlung- .Pigrue l6.-.mdelr 4la& *l-p, Rcdatunce, trrmijg 

mnat,L8& draft ooefflofmaatr. 7' 110. mcmat, a@ draft coefflcierb. r * IS. . 
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Speed coefficient, CTJ 
iPigur6 17.- Modal 41-D. Resistance, trimming-moment, and 

draft coefficients. T = 15O. 
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Figure 1%. ILodel 61-A. R,eslstance, triU~mnsnt,anb draft ooeffiolents. 7 - 3’. 
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Speed oorffioient, Cy 

FQure aO.- yodel 61-A. Remietame, trlmminpmoment,md draft OOeffioiente. T * 9. 
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Fi’iguro aal.- Kodel61-A. RealstMo6, tcbmln$-amaent., aad dmft co8ffLoLents. 7 - 9: 
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1 a a 4 6 7 8 9 10 
spwd 00rffialeilt, ov 

Figure 28.- Hod01 75. Reeiatanoe, trimming-mment,sn8 draft ooeffiolentr. 7 = 70. 
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rigt~e a7.- mdel 73. msmgM0, tm5bg40mnt,aod eczt 0oeffi0imt8. 7 = 00. 
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~-1 WPre %Q .- Yodel 73. RsricltMos trinaing- 
mment,and dsft aoe~floisnt..~ =lso. 
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Figure 30.- Model &l-D. Static Figure 31.- 
II 

Model 61-A. Static Figure 32.- Model 73 . Static -g 
properties. properties. II properties. w 
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Bpeed 00effi030nt. c, 

ngure 33.- Yodel~41-D. Remimtanoe ooeffioient 
ti trim for rero trimming moment. 

Figure 34:- yodel 81-A. Reristanoe oosffloient rad 
trill for BBro triming aoaalt. 
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tigure z8.w Xobl 41-D. OWr8.&erlrfior at brat trim with forobody in thr rrtrr. 
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Figure 37.- Yodel 81-A. Obarsoteristios at best trim with forabc~Iy in the rater. 
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Tigure 38.- yodel 73. Cbtuaoterirtiar st best trim with foretmly in the water. 
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Pipe 40.- Yodel 81-A. Ohext for detamlnation of reeletanca at sero trimming moment. 
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Figure 411.- Yodel 73. Obart for dsternlnatlon of resletanoe at zero triming moment. 
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c 

Pigum 46.- Yodel 73J mounted in the wind tunnel. 
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